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Pedagogical approach to
language learning
In this chapter we will be taking a look into a Pedagogical Approach to language. The
first part! is focused on understanding the core concepts behind language acquisition:
what is it, what are the processes involved in it and some theories that gave shape to
second language acquisition as a field of study (from Krashen & Tellers to Vygotsky and
Cummins). The second part focuses in actually giving lessons, what do you need and
how can you do it: we will grab the hand of the CALLA instructional model and allow it
to show us how to better delineate a lesson plan.
Theories are not absolute truths and they also come with criticism and flaws. In each
section there is a “to take home…” paragraph that highlights important conclusions
from each the studies. These conclusions continue to be relevant up to this day in any
classroom environment. It is also important to note that classrooms are not the only
place to learn new languages, but as we will see, they can provide a beneficial support
for language acquisition.
Can I skip the first part and read only the second one?

You can, but take in mind one thing: You don’t need to be a mechanic to drive a car,
but knowing how it works behind the chassis can make you a better driver. At the same
level, understanding some concepts of language learning can provide you with tools to
be a good teacher, or better, a good facilitator of language acquisition!
Students vs Learners vs Participants (an insight in terminology)

These 3 words can be found throughout this chapter, represent the same concept: A
person getting into a new language. However, there are small differences in them: a
“Student” studies, a “Learner” learns, and a “Participant” participates. We commonly
refer to them as students due to our classroom background, in the same way they are
participants for taking part of the activities (volunteering to do so). Still, some literature
refers to them as learners: people who actively learn even outside of activities and the
classroom. Therefore, they will be named differently depending on the views and words
of the different authors, while still referring to the same subjects.
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A quick look on…
1. Language Acquisition

Humans learn a first language (native) to communicate with their environment and
peers. It revolves around phonology, morphology, syntax and vocabulary. The
acquisition of such language is mostly done in childhood through speech perception
and speech production. In terms of biology, Friederici (2011) 1 can provide a good
insight to how our brain’s language processing functions. It will not be covered here
since our focus lies elsewhere, but a link to the authors’ article regarding the brain basis
of language processing can be found in the references.

Is there a big difference between learning a first and a second (or more) language
(s)?
Nowadays it becomes more and more relevant to dig deeper into a second language as
a way to break barriers between culturesË! However,! this process of acquisition is bound
to differ as languages intrinsically vary from one another (this happens not only to a 2nd,
but to 3rd, 4th, and so forth).
The first language is acquired in a state of Tabula rasa (blank page) and through the
process of growing. A second (and consequent) language will be learned with a first
language orientating speech and thinking. This may potentially cause a negative
language transfer, where the new language will be biased with the native language
properties (pronunciation, structured, and so forth). This may be more or less evident
depending on language roots, practice, etc (Krashen, 1981)2.
Reflection time!
Do you know more than one language?
Think of the time when you started to learn it… How old were you? Did your native
language influence it? (Your accent, the words you use, etc).
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Second-Language Acquisition (SLA)
Theories and models that influence it
SLA is a multi-domain area composed from theories, ideas & intuitions, to applied
linguistic research. However, there is no clear line with a perfect method. A vast amount
of information can be found online but most lacks scientific validation, therefore the
next pages will try to briefly summarizing some of the major authors who provided great
insights in SLA.

1.1 Five hypotheses about Second Language Acquisition3
Krashen is the mind behind this theories, he was an expert in linguistics that provided a
major contribute to SLA. Since the development of this group of hypotheses, they have
served as inspiration and tipping point for further research in this field.

The acquisition-learning distinction
It states that adults have two distinct and independent ways of developing competence
in a second language. The first is language acquisition, a subconscious process similar
to how children develop their first language, not being aware of rules but on what feels
right or wrong. The second is language learning, referring to conscious knowledge, is
what we understand as learning the grammar and rules in order to use the language.

The Natural Order Hypothesis
The acquisition of Grammar structures is done in a predictable order, not 100% accurate
but close. This hypothesis considers that some grammatical structures tend to be
acquired early while some others late.

The Monitor hypothesis
It takes the concept of acquisition-learning distinction and explains their role together.
In this sense, acquisition functions as the initiator and base of fluency, while learning
serves only as a monitor: it plans, edits and corrects. Depending on how much weight is
put on each part (how much you use the monitor), people can be classified as Overusers or Under-users. Monitor Over-users are constantly aware of the language use and
try to correct it as much as possible, crippling fluency (e.g. students who had grammaronly lessons); Under-users tend to go with how it feels/sounds right, lacking on the
error-correction mechanism.
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The Input Hypothesis
It’s an attempt to explain how we acquire language focused on acquisition. It states that
learner’s progress when they comprehend language input slightly more advanced than
their current level: ‘i+1’, where ‘i’ is the language input and ‘+1’ is the next stage of
language acquisition. This

The Affective filter hypothesis
It states how affective variables relate to SLA. Some specific variables like motivation,
self-confidence and anxiety can influence a positive success or serve as an instrument to
prevent acquisition. These elements we considered necessary but not sufficient on its
own.
To take home…
The 5 hypotheses contain questionable information, but they were very relevant in an
age where language lessons were once strongly associated with grammar lessons. A
good support on language acquisition and monitoring, provided with slowly
increasing difficulty and taking in consideration affective variables, can potentially
boost the expected outcome of students.
Krashen’s findings also allowed to differentiate approaches between levels, as
according to these hypotheses a well-structured classroom can provide a good help
to progress to a beginner (as the outside World provides little comprehensible
output, students should not being forced to speak until ready; class time should be
filled with comprehensive oral input) & Intermediate level (providing
tools/monitoring for better understanding the outside World; focus on the meaning,
not the form).

Reflection time!
What’s your opinion in studying grammar?
A lot of people still refer to language learning as memorizing rules and verb tenses…
Is it enough? Is it required? Should it be studied alone or in a classroom?
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1.2 Stages of Second Language AcquisitionI

Further digging on the idea of different language levels, Krashen & Terrel developed 5
sequential stages that allow a predictable course through language acquisition:

Pre-production (starting up)
Described as the silent or imitation period, since learners won’t be able to perform
much more than imitating. Vocabulary may be up to 500 words.
-

Listening comprehension activities and building receptive vocabulary should be
the main focus.

Early Production (beginning)
With still a small array of words (up to 1000), learners are beginning to produce small
responses or memorized text, this may last up to six months. Through this stage Haynes
suggests to work with:
-

[Yes- no] and [either-or] questions;
Accept one or two word responses;
Promote learners participation in class activities;
Active use of pictures for building vocabulary and as support to ask questions
Modify content according to their level (simplifying, focusing on vocabulary and
concepts)
Listening activates
Active use of graphic organizers, charts and graphs to provide content structure.
Focus on writing with labels and short sentences.

Speech emergence (developing)
With an array of ~3000 words, learners are able to communicate with simple phrases
and sentences. They are able to perform various tasks from word completion,
vocabulary matching, and short dialog activities. The author encourages self-paced
writing on topics of their interest.

Intermediate fluency (bridging over)
The stages of fluency regard to how well they can use the language. Through this stage
learners (with roughly 6000 active words) will increase the complexity of their sentences
in speaking and writing and start to ask questions to clarify, express opinions and share
thoughts. It is also in this stage that the language can be used for other fields, such as
9
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math and sciences. The writing will have many errors as complexity in grammar and
sentences structure increase, so translation to native language is possible. Haynes
appeals for teacher to use this time to focus on learning strategies.

Advanced fluency
It would require several years to achieve a proficiency as high or close to native. Help
should still be provided at the beginning of this stage as some content specific
challenges may arise.
To take home…
These stages were specifically designed to English learning, but can easily be
adapted into other languages. As such, different things can be expected depending
on which level the learners are. If someone isn’t talking it doesn’t mean they are not
learning, just that they are not confident in their ability to produce language.
Table 15 (see appendix) offers exemplifications of teacher behavior and prompts
versus each specific stage and its characteristics. It’s a good auxiliary tool to
determinate their level and how to perform accordingly as a teacher.

Reflection time!
In which stage is your second (or more) language(s)?
When looking at the stages described above, where do you think your second
language fits? Do you agree with how these stages progress?
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1.3 Zone of Proximal Development (ZDP)6

Vygotsky is known as the founder of cultural-historical psychology, and is famous in the
educational domain for creating the scaffolding concept of ZPD (the term scaffolding
itself was only coined later as a learning process to promote a deeper level of learning).

“(…) we propose that an essential feature of learning is that it creates a zone of
proximal development; that is, learning awakens a variety of internal developmental
processes that are able to operate only when the child is interacting with people in his
environment and in cooperation with his peers. Once these processes are internalized,
they become part of the child’s independent developmental achievement.
From this point of view, learning is not development; however, properly organized
learning results in mental development and sets in motion a variety of developmental
processes that would be impossible apart from learning. Thus, learning is a necessary
and universal aspect of the process of developing culturally organized, specifically
human, psychological functions.”

Figure 1: Scheme of the Zone of Proximal Development

Let’s exemplify this theory by giving a task to a child. This task should be slightly harder
than his/her current level so that they won’t be able to solve it alone. However, when
the teacher (or competent peer) provides guidance they should be able to perform it to
a level of potential development (Figure 1).
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To take home…
Collaboration between peers and (or) the teacher proves to be effective in order to
promote growth. This is not only true in the case of children, as a more recent study
on the Teaching in Higher Education Journal, by Wass & Golding (2014)7, concluded
that ZDP can and should be used as a teaching tool.
“Teachers should assign tasks that students cannot do on their own, but which they
can do with assistance; they should provide just enough assistance so that students
learn to complete the tasks independently and, finally, teachers can increase
learning gains by providing learning environments that enable students to do harder
tasks than would otherwise be possible and by assigning the hardest tasks students
can do with assistance.”

1.4 Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS) & Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency (CALP)8

Jim Cummins is the founder and academic director of TEFL certification program
(Teaching English as a Foreign Language). He provided a sizable research in SLA
regarding the processes that can help a teacher to qualify a learner’s language ability.
They were first announced in 1979 but have continued to evolve.

Conversational Fluency (BICS) is described by Cummins as the level in which children go
to school at the age of 4~5years: they are fluent in their language and can answer most
questions about issues they’re aware of, they are native speakers. It represents only part
of the totality of the English language (high frequency vocabulary).
Discrete language skills: From this part the school helps develop literacy (phonological
aspects, signs and rhythms, phonetics, grammar spelling, conventions).
Language proficiency (CALP) englobes the capacity to interpret and reduce the
increasing complexity aspect of the language. A 2nd language learner in an acquisition
rich context has likely collected conversational fluency with hints of discrete language
skills, being able to decode it, but there may be gaps in their language development.
This academic language proficiency takes normally at least 5years to be able to surpass
the area of low-frequency words and discourse conventions, rarely used on daily
conversations.
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Reflection time!
How fluent are we as native speakers?
Education takes a big deal in improving the maneuverability and use of the language,
but there are still a lot of people with no education that speak the language down to
its roots. How well do we know our mother language?

To take home…
Fluency in language is very different from mastering it on the academic level. The
academic aspect is often found on printed text (so classrooms and writing potentiates
its development). Also, writing (for authentic purposes) should be used as a tool to
consolidate aspects of the academic language and promote self-expression through
it. The teacher and peers should support and provide feedback to this process.
On disclosure, Cummins appeals to creating instructional and learning environments,
the learning materials created should engage students with the language and not be
placed out of context (especially rules / grammar).

13
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Language lessons 101
What do you personally gain from developing
your communication skills?
The first and quintessential step is to pick what to teach. This may be harder than it
sounds if you have no previous experience, but practice makes perfection. The easiest
way by far is to follow a language textbook, they are built for specific levels and ages, so
take your time figuring which one suits you and the classroom. The hardest way is to
give the class what they want to learn, requiring you to have a very good basis of the
knowledge and to be able of clearly explain and give content with little to no prior
preparation.

*Disclaimer*
This is, first and foremost, based in non-formal education. There is much merit in
studying and becoming a certified teacher (through college degrees, courses, and
trainings). There is a lot of knowledge that can only be obtained that way, and this kit
does nothing more but to incite curiosity in that area. However, there are some things
that can help you get into teaching languages, especially if you never had much contact
with it before.

What’s the best way?
With all the research we’ve seen so far, there is none. It varies greatly with the people
involved, the content to be learned, and the environment in which they are inserted.
The first way gives them the materials to learn a language, the other asks them what
they need to learn the language. It is up to how the lessons are structured to give a
good balance between teacher direction and the participants’ application.
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2.1 Structuring a lesson: The CALLA instructional model9

The CALLA instructional model (Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach)
gives us 5 recursive phases that can be used as guidelines for teaching:

1. Preparation
The preparation phase should be used as a recap of previous the lesson (or
introductions), while also briefly outlining the daily agenda (what they’ll do or would like
to do);

2. Presentation
The presentation (or modeling) provides participants with the foundation of the
language, input can come from the teacher or course textbooks;

3. Practice
After the information is present it needs to be practiced for assimilation, this is where
the practice comes in: work individually, in pairs or small groups to achieve a specific
outcome, the teacher needs to provide guidance to fill gaps in the learning. Language
here is the tool to be used and not the expected outcome, errors and miss-use
(accuracy) only plays a significant role when the message cannot be delivered.

4. (Self-) Evaluation
The evaluation proposes a recap to the exercise: in this moment questions should be
raised, the teacher can monitor individually to verify comprehension and acquisition of
content.

5. Expansion
To conclude, expansion allows participants to use the newly acquired competences in a
different situation and report back, this is mostly known for as homework.
These 5 phases can either occur in a single lesson or be carried into several ones.
Preparation, presentation & evaluation shouldn’t take longer than 8~10m each
(depending on how low the lessons are), the practice can take roughly 5m to 30m+,
while the expansion can take about 5m to be explained and then recapped at the
preparation phase of the next lesson.
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The National Capital Language Resource Center (NCLRC) can provide useful resources
for further information on the essential of language teaching. A link for their website is
provided in the references10.
To take home…
Delineate a structure for each lesson according to the steps set above. In terms of content, try
to follow both the textbook and your knowledge, use them to guide their learning according
to what they need & want to learn.
For the practice phase don’t stick to the textbook exercises: create games and roleplays, ask
them for ideas, leave the classroom for a more suitable environment, and present them with
media other than the textbook. The next chapters in this manual will contain several
exercises that can be used in the classroom context (depending on different factors such as
age, duration, subject, and class level).
Assessing learning is a field in and out of itself, it can be done through traditional tests, vocal
discourse with grids, peer and self-assessment and many others. Avoid discouraging on
errors, as it is part of the learning process.
Expansion should focus on retaining learning, as something once learned can be easily
forgotten. Creative homework assignments can sometimes sparkle their motivation to
perform then and also boost memorization.
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Let’s get practical

Now it’s your time to try and elaborate a lesson plan! There are times where
improvisation takes the throne, but the more prepared you are the less can go wrong.
1- Think about a topic for one lesson of 50 minutes. This can easily be done by looking
into a textbook index.

[Examples: Unit 1: Introductions; Unit 2: Where is…; Unit 6: Speaking of the Past; Unit 9
Personal relations (private life and free time); Unit 10: Travelling and transports; Unit 11:
Jobs]
2- Write down in the table below what and how you’re planning to do for each of the 5
phases of the CALLA model:

[For 1- Preparation, think of what they need to know beforehand (a priori knowledge),
and give time for previous homework/ questions they bring to the class]
[For 2- Presentation, think the specific vocabulary and grammar that each Unit needs]
[For 3- Practice, check the **** chapter in this book/guide/ kit for ideas and games]
[For 4- Evaluation, think about how the exercise could go and what questions can be
raised]
[For 5- Expansion, think about what they could do outside the lesson to enhance what
they leaned; Bonus: Tell them the program for the next lesson and ask them what they
want to learn, this will help align your materials with their needs]
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Lesson Plan [Number #, ___/ ___/______]
Preparation

(___ min)

Presentation

(___ min)

Practice

(___ min)

Evaluation

(___ min)
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3- Estimate how much time you’ll need for each phase and activities (write it in front of
the text).

[Consider having a small break before or after the practice]
[Sometimes it’s good to be meticulous with the time to better estimate how much you
need. For example, in Preparation: Questions (2m); Homework overview (3m); Revision
(5m). These are helpful but not mandatory, they can also be approached differently
along the lesson]
4. Adaptation
4.1- How would you adapt this lesson for a younger / older audience?

4.2- What could you do to reduce the lesson time to 30m or increase it to 1h: 30m?

19
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Appendix 1 - Stages of Second Learn Acquisition

Stage
& Characteristics
Approximate
Time frame
Pre-production (0 -Minimal
to 6 months)
comprehension
-Non-verbal
responses
-Draws
and
points
-Actively listens
-Responds
to
commands
-Able to recite
memorized
phrases (i.e. May
I go to the
restroom?)
-Able
to:
observe, locate,
label,
match,
show,
classify,
categorize
Early Production -Limited
(6 months to comprehension
1year)
-Produces oneor
two-word
responses
-Uses key words
and
familiar
phrases
-Uses
presenttense verbs
-Able to: name,
recall, draw, list,
record, point out,
underline,
organize

Sample Teacher Sample Teacher
Behaviours
Prompts
-Gestures
-Show me…
-Languages
-Circle the…
focuses
on -Where is…?
conveying
-Who has…?
meaning
-Vocabulary
development
-Repetition

-Ask
questions
requiring [yes-no]
and [either-not]
responses
-Models correct
response

-[yes-no]
questions
-[either-or]
questions
-Who…?
-What…?
-How many…?
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Stage
& Characteristics
Approximate
Time frame
Speech
-Good
Emergence (1 to comprehension
3 years)
-Produces simple
sentences
-Makes
grammatical and
pronunciation
errors
-Frequently
misunderstands
jokes
-Able to: tell,
describe, restate,
compare,
question,
map,
dramatize
Intermediate
-Excellent
Fluency ( 3 to 5 comprehension
years)
-Makes
few
grammatical
errors
-Able
to:
imagine, create,
appraise,
contrast, predict,
express, report,
estimate,
evaluate, explain

Sample Teacher Sample Teacher
Behaviours
Prompts
-Focuses content
on key concepts
-Provides
frequent
comprehension
checks
-Uses
performancebased
assessment
-Uses expanded
vocabulary

-Why…?
-How…?
-Explain…
-Questions
requiring phrase
or short-sentence
answers
-Open-ended
questions
that
stimulate
language
production

-Introduce
-What
would
figurative
happen if…?
language
-Why do you
-Develop
think…?
academic
-How…?
language (oral & -Questions
written)
soliciting
opinions,
judgments,
explanations
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Stage
& Characteristics
Approximate
Time frame
Advanced
Near-native level
Fluency ( 5 to 7 of speech
years)
Able to: relate,
infer,
hypothesize,
outline,
revise,
suppose, verify,
rewrite,
assess,
justify
critique,
summarize,
illustrate, judge,
demonstrate

Sample Teacher Sample Teacher
Behaviours
Prompts
-Demonstrate
-Decide if…
how to verify -Retell…
answers (oral &
written)
-Expand
figurative
language (idioms)
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Exercises for teaching foreign
languages
Comic Strips

1. Description
This exercise consists in giving students a way to practice dialog construction through
writing comics.
First you need to present them comic vignettes with characters representing a story but
with empty speech balloons, it is up to the participants to invent the dialog and fill it.
For such, distribute to each participant the strips (printed), or alternatively allow them to
create their own comics from scratch, handmade or using computers (and the software
described in the necessary resources).
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
15m (if printed vignettes); 30m+ (if using computers)
5. Necessary Resources
Comic strips delineating a story. You can create them handmade or through software.
There are several programs that allow the creation of materials with template images
and boxes. Otherwise Ms. Office Word and PowerPoint are enough with templates from
the internet. After creating them, print 1 to each participant. Try to create big empty
balloons so participants can fill them easily.
Most of the websites presented bellow also have different suggestions for classroom
implementation of comic strips:
http://stripgenerator.com/ (no registration required)
www.toondoo.com/ (registration required)
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/ (registration required)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Writing; Dialogue
26
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Conjugation Basketball

1. Description
After teaching conjugations of different verbs (regular & irregulars), create 2 teams with
1~4 participants per team. Give several paper balls (or let them make some with journal
or used papers) and 1 bin to each team. Separate each team to be in front of the other,
while making sure the bins of the opposite teams are far and at the same distance from
one another. The team with most paper balls in the opposite bin by the end of the
game wins.
How to score a point: Pick a verb and a tense (e.g. To Dream, Present), now start from
[Player1 team A], he must say the first person conjugation of the verb (I dream). If
correct, he attempts to score a point by throwing a paper into the other team’s bin, it
counts 1point if he scores and the game continues with [Player1 team B] saying the
second person conjugation (You dream), then [Player2 A], [Player 2 B] and so forth.
If someone fails to answer correctly, skip the turn until someone answers it. In case no
one knows, tell it out loud and write it on a board, continuing the game with the next
verbal person.
2. Target Group
Any age; 2 to 8 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
~4/5m per verb, up to 30m
5. Necessary Resources
- 2 trash /paper bins
- Several paper balls (at max 6 per verb tense)
6. Expected Results
Verb Tenses
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Contextual Dialogues

1. Description
This is a 1 on 1 exercise to practice vocabulary of specific contexts. First, pick several
topics to train dialogs with interactions between 2 people, as examples:
-Bank/ supermarket/ pharmacy/ any store: Cashier- costumer;
-2 friends talking about summer vacations;
-Medic: Doctor – patient
Place 2 chairs facing each other and in front of the classroom. Let them assign which
roles they want to take, give them at least 2 minutes to think what they will talk. Start
and give them ~5minutes to create a fluid dialog, incite questions if both parts are
silent. Stop the dialog after the time limit, discuss what they felt, allow the class to point
mistakes, ask for any emerging doubts/ vocabulary difficulties.
Optionally, write the mistakes being made while the dialog is ongoing. After the ~5m,
stop the dialog and discuss about them. This allows a more narrow view into errors and
also progression if the exercise is done again in the future.
Try to have at least 2~ 3 groups of two for the play roles, always with different situations
(e.g. first group going to the doctor; second going to the supermarket; third going to
the bank).
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 2 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
Min. 12m per group dialog (3m to designate and think about what to say, ~5m to
speak, ~4m to discuss).
5. Necessary Resources
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Phrase construction; Dialogue; Pronunciation
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Countries game

1. Description
The countries game is a very famous game that can be used to improve vocabulary on
certain categories. It can be used for vocabulary review and to energize the classroom.
The game consists on creating a spreadsheet with a list of themes on the first line. The
first one should be a letter, following should be random or themes that have been
discussed in class (countries, capitals, fruits, names [from the language being learn],
objects, and so forth).
Each participant should make the spreadsheet in his notebook. The participant starting
must shout ‘A’ and go through the vocabulary letters, while another participant must say
‘Stop!’. On stop, the participant needs to say which letter it was in and everyone should
start completing the spreadsheet with a word for each category starting with that letter.
The first to must say ‘Stop!’, and everyone stops writing.
At the end ask every word written person by person, while also pointing other possible
words that could’ve been used for that letter/ category. Make the spreadsheet in a
board with all the words written, functioning as a dictionary for each category.
Points are given according to each word written, only one word can be wrote per lettercategory. Wins who accumulated the most points (prizes can be given for top 1~3):
0points- No word
1point- Someone wrote the same word (and it exists in the language)
2points- Only you wrote the word (and it exists in the language)
2. Target Group
Age 6+; Min. 2 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
20m+ (10m for explanation and spreadsheet construction. 10~20m for the activity)
5. Necessary Resources
1pen and paper per participant.
Board and marker
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Karaoke

1. Description
This exercise requires participants to hear music spoken in the foreign language they
are learning and to sing it alongside the lyrics. A list of available songs should be
provided while giving a allowing them to hear them, it is important for each person to
pick a song of their liking and that is adequate for their level (rate the songs by their
difficulty depending on vocabulary used and speed). This exercise can be done as a
more festive activity, with prizes in case of competition.
If possible, give the songs before the karaoke session so they can listen to it freely and
practice.
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
5 to 10m per participant, depending on time for practice if they never heard the song
before.
5. Necessary Resources
This exercise can be performed in several ways depending on available resources:
Recommended- [Karaoke Program; Microphone; Speakers]; Consoles and DVD players
have a large variety of karaoke CD’s available for native languages. Alternatively, free
open-source
programs
exist
for
computers,
such
as
Ultrastar
(http://ultrastardx.sourceforge.net), as long as you can find or add music online with
their lyrics synchronized. Most laptops have an integrated microphone so no additional
hardware is required.

Second Option- Music lyric videos [several available at http://youtube.com]. There is no
program to detect voice tone but it’s enough to try and sing with lyrics on-screen.
Bare minimum- Playing music while providing the lyrics written on a paper.
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Comprehension; Pronunciation; Culture
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Shopping list

1. Description
This exercise aims to introduce basic shopping vocabulary and to practice numbers
through currency. It requires participants to know the vocabulary needed, so try making
a small introduction (e.g. naming food items that are present in the catalogs that will be
distributed).
Divide participants into teams (2 to 6) and give each team several catalogs of grocery
items with the price written (flyers, catalogs, etc.) and ~17.89€ in fake paper money.
Each participant must select a minimum of 1~2 products, while the group, as an
ensemble, must use all the money provided. After selecting everything, they must cut
down the items from the catalogs (including the price), and as a group direct
themselves to the teacher, although each person will pay individually. In order to
purchase, each participant must say the name of the product and how much it is worth,
giving the correct amount of money (or rounded up). The teacher &/or assistants will
serve as the cashier.
Note: If there are people helping the teacher, each of the can serve as a cashier,
allowing to make a competition and see what group is the fastest.
2. Target Group
All ages; 3+ participants
3. Language Level
Beginner
4. Time
30m [1group]; 40m+ [several groups, depends if there are more cashiers]
5. Necessary Resources
-Fake paper money (small and round for coins, rectangle for notes; write their value).
Each group should have around 18€ (2 notes of 5€, 5 coins of 1€, 4coins of 50cents, 3
coins of 20cents, 3 coins of 10cents, 2 coins of 2cents). Try to have spare coins to give
as change.
-Scraps of product stores catalogs, advertising flyers, etc. (must contain the picture of
products sold in groceries, for example olive oil, water bottle, etc.)
-Scissors
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary, Dialogue
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Exercise: The hangman

1. Description
Widely known, this game can be used as a short vocabulary game for all levels. The
objective is trying to figure out what is the word before running out of guesses. Start by
defining a category and drawing the gallows, you’ll also need to draw 1 line per each
letter of the word. Each wrong attempt will result in writing the letter on a corner,
crossing it, and drawing a part of the body (up to 6 attempts- Head, torso, right/ left
arm, right/ left leg).
Example categories:
Verbs, names, adjectives, animals, fruits, body parts, objects, room, food, jobs, clothes.
A dictionary is highly useful for random words.
2. Target Group
Any age
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
5m per word
5. Necessary Resources
-Board and marker (to draw the hangman and word spaces)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Unscramble

1. Description
This game can be done 1 on 1 or by teams (preferably small teams, from 2~4
participants per group). Pick several words (min. 5) regarding the vocabulary referring to
the lesson.
The objective is to show scrambled words and have the teams decipher them, each
word deciphered is worth 1 point, for example: COUNTRY: RYTNOUC. Points are still
valid if the word is different (or even more than 1 word) as long as no letters are left
behind.
Scoring can be done in 2 ways:
-The first team to raise their hand and answer correctly; or
-The sum of points at the end of a streak
Optionally, and to increase difficulty, provide a large agglomerate of 2 or more words
(e.g. TREE + APPLE: ELTEPRAEP). Each word they can decipher (even if different from
the original) is worth 1point.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 2 participants, no limit.
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
10~15m
5. Necessary Resources
- Board and marker to write scrambled words
- Papers and pens for participants (to write down answers and help thinking)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Crazy Drawings

1. Description
Distribute a piece of paper and a pen /pencil to each person, this game consists of
transcribing the vocabulary learned in the lesson to paper through artistic drawings.
Start by naming several words in a list of 6~20 words (e.g. Grandmother, aunt, niece,
father, mother, sister), while each participant draws them in their papers individually.
After several words, compare and examine the drawings to view their creations and to
check if the content was well assimilated, if they missed something or misunderstood.
Alternatively, instead of giving a list, read the words 1 by 1 while allowing them only a
bit of time to draw it.
To make it more interesting, try mixing vocabulary from other categories or previous
lessons (e.g. family + home objects).
2. Target Group
Any age, pref. young
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
5~10m per drawing, 5m for comparing and recap
5. Necessary Resources
- 1 paper per person
- 1 pen/ pencil per person
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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I spy with my little eye

1. Description
This is a very famous and calm exercise to make children focus, but can also be used
with any age to learn and practice vocabulary in a new language.
The surrounding environment should be filled with objects or materials specific for the
vocabulary being practiced (e.g. kitchen vocab, toys [with different colors & shapes],
office vocab, grocery, etc.).
-One person needs to be designated as a spy in order for the game to start;
-The spy must look around and pick a target (object, etc.) without being too evident to
avoid revealing it;
-Afterwards, the spy needs to give a hint about it:
‘I spy with my little eye something…
[*color*]
[starting with the letter *XYZ*]
[that is *adjective*] ’
-Other participants must take turns and try to figure out what it is, and the participant
who figures it out wins and gets to play as the spy.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 2 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10m+
5. Necessary Resources
- Objects and materials (depending on the vocabulary theme to be practiced)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Kim’s game

1. Description
Kim’s game is a famous exercise for testing memory and observation skills (seeing,
perceiving, and acquiring) and can thus be applied for better assimilating vocabulary in
language lessons. It consists in placing the objects in front of the participants for a small
duration and hide them again after a short window of time:
-Place 5~15 objects related to the lesson (e.g. office materials, kitchen utensils) in a
surface and cover them with a mantle or jacket (without letting the participants see
them);
-Tell the participants that bellow it there are ‘x’ amount of objects, they will have
1minute to memorize all of them;
-Remove the mantle for 1minute, and cover it right after the time ends;
-Give them some time to think first, and then ask them individually what the objects
present were;
-After everyone speaks uncover them again and check for discrepancies with the
answers;
-Repeat if different objects.
Optionally, allow them to write down the names to make the exercise much easier and
to examine writing mistakes; decrease or increase the number of objects to make it
easier or harder; in case they aren’t writing but memorizing, take time between showing
/ covering the objects again and asking for the answers, this will allow them more time
to assimilate the words.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 1 participant
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10~15m
5. Necessary Resources
-Timer
- Objects (5~15 per round)
- Mantle, cape, jacket, etc. (anything that can cover the objects)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Painting words

1. Description
The objective of this exercise is to train newly and previously acquired vocabulary
through visual description and painting. Divide the class in pairs. In each pair, one
participant receives a picture while the other receives a blank paper and color
pencils/pens. The participant with the picture needs to describe it accurately (without
showing it) so the other can draw a copy of it. After finished, switch roles by giving a
new picture to the one who was drawing and a blank to the other one.
To make this exercise faster (and usable for younger students) give a picture to one
participant and a non-colored version of it to the other (black and white). The person
holding the picture must say which colors go where (naming the object and its location
in the picture).
2. Target Group
10y+ [Avoid too complex drawings for faster exercises]
9y- [Instead of giving a picture and blank paper, give a colored picture and a noncolored (black & white)]
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
20m (10m for each person to draw)
5. Necessary Resources
-2 pictures and 2 blank papers (or non-colored version of the pictures) per group of 2.
The images should be the same for the other groups to facilitate corrections after the
exercise is finished.
-1 pen/pencil per participant (optionally color pencils)
6. Expected Results
Dialogue; Vocabulary
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Pocket Language Handbook

1. Description
In order to help familiarize with the language, this exercise consists in building a small
handbook to keep essential words/ expressions. It’s essentially a portable mini
dictionary/ grammar. You can either provide the handbooks yourself or allow them to
cut and construct them.
The content can either be up to each participant or the teacher, still some basic content
can be discussed in class for beginners ‘Introductions’, ‘daily life words/phrases’ (e.g.
Hello; Good Morning; Please; Thank you; I don’t understand; My name is…).
Try using the 5m of following lessons to check individual progress, while also allowing
them to share what they wrote with the rest of the class.
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
30m for the initial activity (explanation, construction, basic content)
5. Necessary Resources
-An easy way to create handbooks is through http://www.pocketmod.com/, requiring
one A4 paper per person. There are several templates within the website to choose for
each of the A6 folded covers, as well as instructions on how to fold it.
Alternatively, try giving each participant a small A6 pocket handbook with a minimum of
8 pages/cover and maximum of 200. It should be small enough to be carried
everywhere inside a pocket, purse or bag.
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary & Grammar retention
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Similarities (chair game)

1. Description
Make a circle with chairs according to the number of participants (a bit spread apart if
less than 8), then remove 1 chair. The person missing a chair needs to stand in the
middle of the circle.
The objective is for the person in the middle to refer something that the participants
sitting have, it can be a characteristic, clothes, colors, etc.
- ‘I want everyone with _____________! (to stand up), or ‘Everyone that is a ________!’
Examples: Blue shoes / girl / boy / tall / student / glasses / red shirts / necklaces/ smart
/ cats / etc.
After saying it, everyone with those characteristics must get up and change places
(while the person in the middle sits somewhere free). The last person must then stand in
the middle and continue the game
2. Target Group
Any age (pref. young); Min. 6 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10m+
5. Necessary Resources
- 1 chair per participant (minus 1)
6. Expected Results
Get to know each other; Vocabulary
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Spot the differences

1. Description
Divide the class in pairs. Give each pair two pictures with small differences. They need
to talk to one another and describe the picture (without showing) in order to find the
differences between the pictures.
The vocabulary included in the pictures must be related to the topic of the lesson.
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10~15m
5. Necessary Resources
-2 pictures per group. These pictures must be identical to one another but with subtle
changes (e.g. 7 differences)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Dialogue
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Word chaining

1. Description
The objective of this simple game is to build sentences, word by word, related to a
specific topic. One participant must start with 1 word for the sentence (e.g. Yesterday),
while a second participant provides a second word (e.g. I), and so forth until the
sentence has finished. Keep progressing and creating new sentences until everyone is
able to participate multiple times, dividing into groups (3~8 per group) in case the
classroom is too big. Try to take note of the words / sentences to clear doubts and
mistakes at the end.
To speed up sentences, allow each participant to say 2 words instead of 1.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 2 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10m per group for preparation; 10m for sum up and comparison
5. Necessary Resources
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Phrase construction; Pronunciation
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Word Wall

1. Description
Divide participants in teams of 3~4, each group must write every word they know
related to the topic at hand in a sheet of paper. After 10m they must stop writing, 1
point is given for words written by at least 2 groups (if correct), 0 if incorrect spelling.
For each word written by only 1 group, they get 1 point (if correct) and 1 additional
point if they explain its meaning. Wins the team with most points.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 6 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate
4. Time
10m per group for preparation; 10m for sum up and comparison
5. Necessary Resources
- 1 A4 or A5 paper per group
- 1 pen/ marker per person
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Meeting at the Volcano

1. Description
This is a light physical exercise for getting to know each other (names & age).
Make a circle with chairs, at the middle there is a Volcano erupting, so everyone must
stand on top of the chairs and grab people to avoid them from falling.
The first objective is to order everyone alphabetically, pick a starting point and from
there they must order each other clockwise by telling their names. They must move
from chair to chair without touching the ground.
After ordered, they must say their names out loud in 1 round, and to confirm they must
now say the first letter of their name (and second, third if someone has the same
letter(s)).
The second objective is to order by age from youngest to oldest, this implies birthdates
and using all the vocabulary implicit to it (year, month, and day). After ordered start
from one point to the other, participants with the same age should narrow their month/
day).
Warning: This exercise can be dangerous with small children or unbalanced chairs)
2. Target Group
Any age (pref. young); Min. 6 participants
3. Language Level
Beginner
4. Time
15~30m (depending on the group size)
5. Necessary Resources
- 1 chair per each participant (able of withstanding the weight of 1~2 people)
6. Expected Results
Get to know each other; Pronunciation; Vocabulary
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Post- It Notes

1. Description
This is a very simple exercise that can be done in the first lessons to facilitate the
acquisition of basic vocabulary. It can be done in two different ways, depending if the
lesson is given in a classroom or in-house.
In-house, introduce vocabulary for the room you are currently in, placing a post-it with
the written word and sticking it on about 5 objects (for example, window, couch,
television, etc.). Next, try to divide the classroom by divisions (kitchen, bathroom,
bedroom, etc.) and give them about 5 post-it each to try and guess the name of objects
present in that room. Afterwards try to go through each room with the class and check
the post-its, confirming or correcting the word written. Each post-it should be left in
place for as long as possible to facilitate memorization.
In a classroom, try introducing basic vocabulary for surroundings (desk, chair, wall, floor,
window, etc.). Using post-it’s, write the associated word and place it on top of it (asking
if they know before writing). As homework, they need to place 5 post-its per division
inside their house, searching for the translation, write it and stick the post-it on top or
near the object.
On the following lesson, each participant (or ~3 volunteers depending on classroom
size) should share what post-its they placed and what was written on them.
Additionally, use pictures to further enhance the association. Try to show several images
of common home objects according to their room divisions (bathroom, kitchen,
bedroom, living room). The post-its should be left in place for as long as possible to
facilitate memorization.
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Beginner
4. Time
In-house lessons: 25minutes
Classroom lessons: 10~15m per lesson, 2lessons
5. Necessary Resources
-Post-it, around 20 per person per division unless they share the same house (5 post-it
per division: bathroom, kitchen, bedroom, living room).
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-Images of common home objects per division (unless the lessons take place in-house)
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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Year of seasons

1. Description
Divide the classroom in small groups (2 to 5 participants) and give to each group 12
pictures, each representing a month of the year.
They need to correspond a picture to a month of the year. Each correct answer gives
them 1point (and 1extra if they can name the picture) to a total of 24 points. The team
with more points wins.
The pictures will generate controversy as months may have different attributes and can
be represented by several pictures at the same time, however 1 should be more fit to a
specific month. If the group manages to present a coherent argument the points will still
be valid.
Example of picture context per month:
January- Snow related
February- Love related
March- Spring (rain), St. Patrick related
April- Easter related
May- Spring (flowers) related
June- Summer related
July- Independence days, Sun, end of school, exams related
August- Vacation related
September- Autumn, school related
October- Pumpkin, chestnuts related
November- Thanksgiving related
December – Christmas related
If possible use images of specific country holidays or events that occur in that time
period (saints’ celebrations, festivals, Independence Day, international holidays, etc)
2. Target Group
All ages;
3. Language Level
Beginner
4. Time
20m
5. Necessary Resources
-12 pictures per each group
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Alternatively project or show the pictures all at the same time for all groups
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary
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My family tree

1. Description of the exercise
The objective of this activity is to teach the children from after school the family
members, for which you have to propose that each one creates their own family tree. It
is necessary to use the computer to show a picture of a family tree to generate an idea
of what it is and how it works. At the same time, the kids should be divided in groups to
design their own tree. Through image and explanations you give them, they manage to
make an outline. The activity can continue to the next class, when the children can to do
their tree more detailed and have to present what they did.
2. Target group:
beginner – intermediate
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
words, sentences, questions
4. Necessary time:
2 – 3 hours
5. Necessary resources:
computer, paper, pencils, colors
6. Expected results (learning objectives):!
vocabulary, expressions
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Parts of the house

1. Description of the exercise
Within this activity you have to ask the children to draw a part of their home, for
example the room they like or any other part that seemed interesting to them. After
that, using their drawings, you teach them the name of the rooms they had chosen and
things usually found inside a house. Their drawings will be very useful, because in the
end everyone will be able to describe the room he had chosen.
2. Target group:!
beginner - intermediate
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:!
words, sentences, questions
4. Necessary time:!
2 hours
5. Necessary resources:!
paper, colours
6. Expected results (learning objectives):!
vocabulary, expressions
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Knowing your country

1. Description of the exercise
During this activity you share with the children parts of your culture, traditions and
identity through various activities: you will show them were your country is
geographically located, you recognize together with them national symbols and paint
the flag, you make the typical food of our country.
2. Target group:!
beginner
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:!
words, expressions
4. Necessary time:
no specific time
5. Necessary resources:!
paintings, fabrics, brushes, flour, oil, salt, water, bowl, pan
6. Expected results (learning objectives):!
oral comprehension
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Autumn is here

1. Description of the exercise
You can organize this activity near the autumn season. You will talk with the children
about climate change that brings this season, then you can do corporal activity with
different movements showing the wind, rain, leaves and, at the end, why not, expose
autumn leaves, that the kids agglutinate on colored paper.
2. Target group:!
beginner
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:!
words, expressions
4. Necessary time:
no specific time
5. Necessary resources:!
autumn leaves, crayons, coloured papers
6. Expected results (learning objectives):!
oral and written comprehension
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Donate a book and make a kid happy

1. Description of the exercise
Together with the children you have to choose colored markers and colored papers.
After doing this, you paint and decorate them to look nice as bookmarks and, after
everything is done, you can expose the works in a public place, school, etc.
2. Target group:
beginner
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
words, expressions
4. Necessary time:
no specific time
5. Necessary resources:
papers, paint, brushes, markers
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
oral and written comprehension, expressions
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Riddles

1. Description of the exercise:
A riddle is proposed and the students have to guess . For example : Red inside, Green
out side? ( Watermelon ), Always in and always wet (Tongue)
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer

6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, imagination
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Cooking recipe

1. Description of the exercise:
we give all the necessary ingredients and a typical receipt. We will learn all the names of
the ingredients and the kitchen vocabulary.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
1 hour
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, the ingredients and a kitchen
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration.
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Money exchange

1. Description of the exercise:
Students from different countries show their country coins and explain about the
meaning of the words that are in it. Also they explain about the person or animal that is
printed in it.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, the coins.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, history of each country.
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Create a story

1. Description of the exercise:
Each student should say a sentence. One after the other. So they can create a group
story. The teacher can start the first sentence with any topic that she/he wants to talk
about. For example: Once upon a time… or The president Tabaré Vazques… or The
rural area is…
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
30 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, history of each country, or any subject that want to be
talked about.
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Go to the open air market:

1. Description of the exercise:
The students will go with the teacher to the market. They will be divide in 3 groups and
the teacher will ask them to but different articles or do interviews to the sellers.
2. Target group:
15+
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
Mid or advance.
4. Necessary time:
1 hour
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration.
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Sing a song

1. Description of the exercise:
The teacher will say a letter of the alphabet and the students will need to sing a song
that start with that letter.
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
30 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration.
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Tuti Fruti

1. Description of the exercise:
The teacher will say a letter and the students will need to fill the following form. Each
student will have his/her own form and cant take a look on his mates form.
Letter
A
B

Animal
Abeja
...

Fruit
Ananá
...

Country
Argentina

Color
Amarillo

Name
Ana

2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
30 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, forms, pencil.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, writing,
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Paint your world

1. Description of the exercise:
The teacher will ask to each student to draw or paint his world. After each students
need to show and explain his paint to the teacher and mates.
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
30 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, painting material.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, painting.
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Puppet show:

1. Description of the exercise:
The class will first do the puppets with different materials for example: old socks, paper,
buttons, fabrics, wool. After they will stay in pairs. Then they will create a story of 2
minutes long to show to the class.
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
2 hours
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, puppet materials, a box to make the puppet theater.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, painting, imagination and creativity.
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Typical dances or folklore dances

1. Description of the exercise:
The students will create a performance.
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
1 hour
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, same space, music.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, imagination and creativity.
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Take a picture

1. Description of the exercise:
Each student will take a photo and after each one will talk about the picture: were it was
taken, when why they love this picture
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
1 hours
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, phone or camera.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration, imagination and creativity.
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Hot balloon

1. Description of the exercise:
Each participant need to present himself indicating the name, some basic data through
a ball that passes between the group participants. In circles, sitting or standing , the
teacher or volunteer explains that the person taking the ball should say his name,
country , favorite food , color and reasons why he decided to make an EVS , for
example. The presentation should be done quickly , not to burn because the ball
circulating in the group is very, very hot. Presentation immediately terminated the ball is
thrown to someone else. The game continues until everyone has done his own
presentation.
2. Target group:
All ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer, one balloon
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, group integration
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The opposite game

1. Description of the exercise:
This is communication between groups based on the instructions of the teacher or
volunteer. The group is divided in two, with equal numbers of participants. They are two
rows so each person has in front another person of the other group separated by three
meters. The teacher or volunteer will give the participants communication channels in
four successive patterns and they will need to communicate with those guidelines for
about 2 to 5 minutes. Here are some guidelines for example : talk to a person of the
opposite group by gestures , conversation between subgroups .
Evaluation: First in pairs, then the group begins to express leaving who wants it as he
has felt throughout the game.
2. Target group:
From 12
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
All levels
4. Necessary time:
40 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
The teacher or volunteer.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, pronunciation group integration, difficulties and possibilities of
communicating by various means, achieve verbal and nonverbal communication at
personal and group level.
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Draw a song

1. Description of the exercise:
A player chooses a role group between several in which the teacher has written titles of
known songs. So without speaking, must draw tracks of that song on the board. The
rest of the children need to guess what song is about and say , singing
all together. The game can be adapted to different slogans like other countries ,
characters, etc.
2. Target group:
From 10
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
40 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, blackboard, colors to draw.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, interpretation, pronunciation, group integration, difficulties and possibilities
of communicating by drawing and singing at personal and group level, Intercultural
Exchange
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At the bus

1. Description of the exercise
All participants should be able to be placed on the piece of fabric. It represents the bus
. It can not be nobody out. Once they are all above bus should be placed according to
get the teacher, for example by age, height , date of birth ,Initial, without leaving the
bus. Participants must agree and help pass without anyone left out of the bus.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, one piece of fabric.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Know new vocabulary (inside, outside) . Integration , cooperation .
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This is my friend

1. Description of the exercise
All the participants are in a circle , hands joined, each one must introduce his
companion left saying : " This is my friend John "and raising his hand. His friend
introduces her friend. Likewise left until all are with raised hands
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
10 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
cooperative presentation, learn the names of the participants.
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Listen and complete a song:

1. Description of the exercise
Listen a song a complete the letter the teacher has write on the blackboard.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, the letter of the song written on a blackboard or paper,
computer to listen to the song.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
vocabulary, creativity, lyrics of a song, music, writing and reading.
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The actors are here

1. Description of the exercise
Participants are separated in two groups, each group receive short a story that they
should read for the other team who must understand and interpret in a small piece of
theater.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
40 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, two short stories , clothing, and accessories for the characters
in the story.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Reading, understanding, interpretation
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Make your comic:

1. Description of the exercise
Each participant receive paper with 4 comics with only the draw. They need to write an
history for those pictures. For those that don´t know to write they will tell the story.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
10 minutes each participant.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, comics printed.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Reading, understanding, interpretation , vocabulary, imagination.
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This is my body:

1. Description of the exercise
Each participant receive paper and they need to draw him self or herself. They need to
write each part of his body. For those that don´t know to write they will tell the name of
each part of the body given adjectives.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
5 minutes each participant.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, paper. color pencils.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary
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Air, Water or Earth

1. Description of the exercise
A circle is formed with all the participants. The volunteer or teacher has the ball and he
pass it to anyone, when he throws it he should mention an item (Air, Water or Earth),
who catches the ball must mention an animal belonging to the item mentioned (water shark), and pass it to another one saying an item before he catches it. Participants
mustn’t repeat the animal. The participant who loses go outside the game.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
beginners
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, a ball.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Simple Vocabulary, ice breaker
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Active Hello

1. Description of the exercise
The teacher or volunteer invites the participants to form two circles (one inside the
other) with equal numbers of people and asks them to look face to face. He requests
the participants to greet by hand and say their name, what they do (study medicine),
their likes and dislikes (go to the beach - wake up early). Immediately the animator gives
the signal for each circle to roll counterclockwise, so that another person in front now.
The animator asked to greet giving a hug and ask the other person the same questions
they did before. Then the circles rotate again and this time they greet with the feet,
then elbows, shoulders.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
beginner or intermediate
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, music
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, integration, cultural exchange, simple conversation
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Matching word:

1. Description of the exercise
Form groups of 4-5 people randomly, the task is to think for a minute what word best
describes a common topic related to their work. (What word would you use to describe
the group ? What word best describes the communication in the group?). Then share
the word with the rest of the group. It would emerge a conversation among participants
from each team, and may lead to a first interesting approach . Gather all the groups for
the sharing of suggested words. After all participants have heard the words, make a
series of questions to the groups on the chosen topic. Then the participants would
share the reflections.
2. Target group:
adults
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
advanced
4. Necessary time:
25 minutes.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Vocabulary, integration , cultural exchange, conversation
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Your name starts with ….

1. Description of the exercise
The animator must present himself to the participants by saying : "Hello , my name is
...", and write his name on the board. Then he invites everyone to present themselves
repeating the same phrase, and then writing their name on the board. The animator
repeats his name and the first letter, then write a word that starts with that letter. For
example the name begins with T, think of any easy word like Table. Explain to the
participants to do the same with their names. Then make groups with the participants
and explain that they must think and write new words that begin with the first letter of
all the names of all participants. The first group to complete the list wins.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
beginner
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes.
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Simple Vocabulary, Oral expression, written expression and comprehension
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"The game of the goose"

1. Description of the exercise
In each box there is a sentence missing prepositions; the phrase is supported by an
image. All phrases refer to knowledge and sociocultural behaviors of the country, film,
literature, painting, sports, music, food, monuments, geography. The participants move
the game piece after throwing the dice. If the sentence is completed successfully, the
position is held. Otherwise, it returns to the box of origin. (You can change the
objective, for example, practice the use of verbs).
complete the list wins.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
intermediate
4. Necessary time:
until the game is finished
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, game board, game pieces, dices
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Use of sentences with prepositions, Oral expression, written and reading and
comprehension
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Short sentences

1. Description of the exercise
Make as many cards as participants. The cards can say "I love ... ", "It depresses me
that ... ", " I am thrilled that ... ", "I wonder ... ", "It's terrible that ...". The animator
takes a card, such as " I love ... ", don’t show it to the rest of the participants. Then only
say what follows in the phrase, for example "to receive gifts", and the participants must
guess which is the first part of the phrase. Give each student a card and ask them to
guess each other in pairs. You can agree a maximum number of attempts. Who
succeeds in less attempts wins.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
Beginner- intermediate
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer, cards with the first parts of the phrases
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
Small sentences Oral expression and comprehension
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The Parrot

1. Description of the exercise
The animator begins by saying something about himself, such as
"I like to play
tennis", then select a participant who must repeat what the animator said and add
something about himself, such as "Tom likes to play tennis and I like sunbathing". The
next participant must repeat the above and add something: "Tom likes playing tennis,
Martin likes sunbathing and I like horror movies". Continue, and the student who
commits a grammatical mistake or forget something, loses.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
intermediate- Advanced
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer,
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
long sentences Oral expression and comprehension
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Streaky sentences

1. Description of the exercise
Give the participants a sentence and tell them they can change, add or remove one,
two or three words, only one operation at a time to create a new sentence. Then give
another sentence which they should arrive, making the changes above. In each step the
sentence must be coherent. For example: first sentence: "in summer it is very hot at
north" , last sentence: "my sister sings while cooking pizza"
in summer it is very hot at north
my sister is very hot at the north
my sister is very hot at the kitchen
my sister sings working at the kitchen
my sister sings at the kitchen
my sister sings while cooking
my sister sings while cooking pizza.
(6 steps).
The participant who manages to make a lesser amount of steps wins.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
Advanced
4. Necessary time:
15 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer,
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
intermediate sentences, written expression and comprehension
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Sharing photos

1. Description of the exercise
The volunteer need to tell the participants to bring a photo on paper or in the phone or
to open it on the computer in the class. The photos need to be in the same area; for
example the family, at work, the high school. Each participant show to the others his
photo and explain, for example, who relatives are in the photo.
2. Target group:
all ages
3. Level of language for which the exercise should be included:
all levels
4. Necessary time:
20 minutes
5. Necessary resources:
the teacher or volunteer need to bring his own photo and all the participants need to
be prepare also.
6. Expected results (learning objectives):
vocabulary, Intercultural communication.
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Burglars and detectives

1. Description
First, present the story: ‘There was a robbery yesterday, witnesses place [2 to 4 people]
at the scene of the crime [time and location]. Today they were apprehended and will be
interrogated by the police’.
You can choose what was robbed (e.g. bank, jewelry store), the time and place and
what was taken (e.g. 1000$, a gold necklace).
Choose (or allow them to volunteer) [1 to 2] detectives and [2 to 4] burglars. Separate
them and talk to each group in private.
Instructions for detectivesK You’ll bring the accused participants one by one to the
detectives, their job is to interrogate each of them, and at the end of them all they must
reunite everyone and give the conclusion (who is innocent / guilty).
They will need to ask general questions 1 by 1 in front of the classroom (what’s your
name, where do you live, what were you doing yesterday night at __:__h, who were you
with, etc) and try to pressure them about the robbery. Meanwhile the rest of the
burglars must wait outside for their turn.
It will depend on their detective skills to find missing links between the stories and
question them (as example, asking the age of their friends, by simply asking everyone’s
age they can search for discrepancies and who makes mistakes).
Instructions for burglarsK Something was stolen, everyone is involved but maybe
everyone (or someone) can get away with it. It’s up to them to create fake identities and
synchronize (or not) their stories to avoid getting caught. They need to try and predict
what the detectives will ask and how to respond.
Every interaction must be made in the language being learned, it’s up to the teacher to
point mistakes on words and pronunciation (while trying to avoid interrupting the flow
of things, unless they can’t understand each other).
At the end, the detectives must discuss between them and reach a decision. Bring the
burglars inside and place them in a line in front of the detectives and the classroom,
they will make their decision and explain why.

2. Target Group
3 to 6 people (to avoid making it too long for the burglars to wait their turn), more can
be introduced as ‘the people’ in a court-of-law scenario. 16y+
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3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
30m+
5. Necessary Resources
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Comprehension; Dialogue
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Free writer

1. Description
Participants should write a short story (~1 A5 page, half A4) about the topic selected,
they should deliver it for correcting mistakes. This exercise(s) is very focused in creativity
and can be used as homework.
Avoid choosing personal topics, they are good for allowing self-reflection (while using
different verbal tenses) but participants may not want to share. An alternative could be
allowing them to create a fake story / character.
After the work has been delivered, try to signalize mistakes. If they want, allow them to
read out loud their story.
Possible examples:
If I had a Dragon…
When I grow up I want to be…
How I spent my summer/ winter vacation
If I won the lottery…
The World in 2500
etc.
2. Target Group
All ages
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
~30m (5m to explain; 20~25m if done in classroom)
5. Necessary Resources
-Paper and pens, 1 per participant
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Phrase construction; Reading (if read out-loud)
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Job Interview

1. Description
This exercise consists on a play role for a job interview. Divide participants in applicant
and interviewers and create pairs, to each pair designate a certain job (e.g. Astronaut,
Teacher, Pilot). The applicant must think about what to say to get the job vacancy while
the interviewer must write down questions to ask, try to give support and ideas if they
seem blocked.
At the end of the interviews ask each pair (or 2~3 pairs if the classroom is very big) how
it went and difficulties found.
Alternatively, each person must individually write a formal motivational (cover) letter for
applying to a job position (~15m). This will help with test formal writing and other
specific vocabulary.
2. Target Group
Age: 14+; Min. 2 participants
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
30m (5~10m preparation, 10m for interviews, 10m for conclusions)
5. Necessary Resources
Pen and papers for each participant
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Dialogue; Phrase construction; Pronunciation
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Mimics

1. Description
This is a physical exercise to help vocabulary (adjectives/ verbs/ etc) acquisition.
Pick a category regarding the lesson at hand and create several cards with one word
written in 1 side and empty in the other (20~30cards are enough for 2~8 participants).
Create groups of 2 to 4 elements. One participant of the starting group will take a card
(without showing to anyone) and has to mimic the word written (no sounds/ writing, 1m
to prepare and 1m to act).
The team that guesses correctly wins 1 point, then the person that guesses (or from the
same team if repeated) takes a card to mimic. The game ends when one team reaches
10points or all the cards have been used.
Suggestion for categories:
Professions [doctor, lawyer, prisoner, politician …]
Family members [Father, mother, baby, grandmother, sister …]
Adjectives [tall, pretty, ugly, happy …]
Verbs [driving, walking, drinking, singing …]
And so forth (depending on the subjects from the lesson).
Optionally: Create 2 decks or more decks that can be matched (eg. adjectives +
professions; verbs + family); Allow 2 participants from the same group to act as the
same time, one for each word (eg. Ugly Professor), giving 2 points for the team
guessing correctly, but only 1 or 0 points for only guessing 1 word.
2. Target Group
Any age; Min. 4 participants
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
~2m per mimic (1m preparation; 1m to act), up to 30m.
5. Necessary Resources
-Timer;
-Min. 20 Cards for 2~4people; More than 30 cards for 5+. In one of the sides write 1
word with specific vocabulary from the lesson (adjectives / verbs / etc.).
Note: The cards can be done by cutting small papers [~A6]
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Adjectives; Verbs
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Reading the Newspaper

1. Description
This exercise consists on allowing participants to read out loud a paragraph (~6lines) of
a newspaper, while underlining unknown / difficult words.
For 1participant: Give the participant a newspaper and allow a quick glance to choose
something to read (preferably something of their interest). After choosing it should be
read out-loud.
For 3~6p: Give 1 newspaper sheet to each participant, preferably from an area of their
interest (politics, sport, health, entertainment, etc.). Each should pick a short news article
(4~6lines, 1~2paragrahps) and quickly read it for themselves. 1 by 1 they should read it
out-loud.
For 7+p: Pick 3 paragraphs from a newspaper and ask for 3 volunteers to read them
out-loud. If possible, present the text for everyone to follow it (either through projecting
or writing it on a board).
Try to help with pronunciation and comprehension difficulties (unknown words,
sentence meaning). This can be done mid-reading (try to avoid interrupting as much as
possible) or at the end of each participant or paragraph.
It is very important to have topics of personal interest, as such, try other materials
appropriate to their age. Different reading materials will also have different vocabulary,
so variety is a plus.
2. Target Group
All ages (use child books for -12y, youth magazines or comics for 13~17y).
3. Language Level
Intermediate
4. Time
10m to 20m, depending on classroom number
5. Necessary Resources
-Newspaper
-Child book (if -12y)
-Youth magazine / comic (if 13~17y)
-Other
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Reading comprehension; Pronunciation; Speaking
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Rhymes

1. Description
This exercise consists of creating a simple poem with the whole class. Each participant
needs to contribute with a phrase that ends with rhyme scheme (eg. AABB CDCD
EEEE). The vocabulary to be used can be restrained by choosing a specific topic (eg.
Sports).
For big classrooms, divide them in small groups (2~4) and allow each group to think
and create a poem, depending on the rhyme scheme provided, At the end each group
must designate one participant to read it out loud.
AABB Example:
I like to play sports, (A)
But I don’t like to wear shorts. (A)
If I run for too long, (B)
It’s more tiring than playing ping pong. (B)
2. Target Group
14+
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
10 minutes individually; 25m+ in groups (10~15m preparing; 10m to read out lout and
correct mistakes)
5. Necessary Resources
Whiteboard & marker
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Phrase construction
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Teacher of the day

1. Description
This exercise consists in allowing participants to act as the teachers, recapping what was
taught in previous lessons. Individually or pairs (or groups, depending on the classroom
size), they will have 5~10m to summarize what was discussed and possibly do an
exercise/ example with it.
If possible give each person/pair one A3 with markers to write and present the
summary. This activity can be done in several different ways:
-Each morning at the beginning of the lesson, pick 1 participant/pair the lesson before
and let them summarize it;
-After ending a chapter, divide the themes by participants/pairs and organize a circle,
give 10~15m for each to prepare. At the end call them one by one to present to
everyone their topics within 5~10m.
2. Target Group
10y+
3. Language Level
Beginner; Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
5 to 10m per person, depending on time for practice if they never heard the song
before.
5. Necessary Resources
- 1 A3 paper per participant /pair/group (depending on distribution)
- Markers
6. Expected Results
Content apprehension; Speaking
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The big Debate

1. Description
This activity will incite discussion on topics chosen by the class. Select a theme for the
debate together with the classroom, and divide them in 2 (pro or con), with 1
participant being the moderator (teacher or other).
The debate can be done in a structured way (creating groups representing each side) or
free-speaking. It’s up to the moderator to promote different people to speak, while not
allowing them participants to speak on top of each other.
Debate themes can be presented / chose by the class the day before for structuring
arguments. This website presents a database of themes with materials:
http://idebate.org/view/top_100_debates. Participants should relate to the topic and
their position (pro /con) to better create and structure arguments.
Try to correct mistakes in a board while participants argue, otherwise prompt
corrections when mistakes are made.
2. Target Group
14y+; 2 to 6 participants, the rest of the classroom can watch and contribute
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
15~30m per theme /debate (depends on how many participants).
5. Necessary Resources
-None (Materials for the theme could be provided to foment discussion)
-Board and marker (to correct mistakes, can also be done orally)
6. Expected Results
Phrase construction; Dialogue; Comprehension.
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The disco club discussion

1. Description
Story: An old couple lives right above a disco club, they have been trying for several
years to shut it down. After writing to a local news channel, the old couple was invited
for a live discussion with the club owner and other interested parties:
Interviewer- Incites debate (with normal or provoking questions), encourages
participation of everyone, controls the time
Police officer- Patrols the streets in this neighborhood (may be in favor- gives him a job,
or against- to many problems)
Old woman & Old man- They want the club to shut down, the noise, vibrations and
costumers disturb them
Frequent costumer- Goes to the club regularly (in favor of the club)
Club owner- Wants to maintain his business at all costs
Audience- Can ask questions/ comment.
Randomly distribute between the class 3 to 6 papers with the roles (must have roles:!
interviewer; old woman; club owner), if there are more than 6 in the classroom they
can take the role the audience.
Each participant can invent arguments and counter-arguments to promote the debate
and try to reach a conclusion. After being chosen gather them in a circle in front of the
classroom and let the Interviewer begin the play role.
2. Target Group
13y+, 3 to 6 participants
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
15 to 40m
5. Necessary Resources
3 to 6 small papers with roles written
6. Expected Results
Vocabulary; Comprehension; Pronunciation; Dialogue; Phrase construction
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Video & discussion

1. Description
Listening to a subtitled video and subsequent discussion. The oral and written language
should be the same. Try to give a list with the available movies/ clips and allow them to
vote on what to watch (motivation for active listening).
For younger audiences, most Disney movies can be found dubbed and subtitled, they
also have a lot of themes being brought up for discussion. For more mature audiences,
try using movies/ series / soap operas from native speakers of the language being
learned.
Always use subtitles when possible. Most DVD’s will have this option due to hearing
imparities), otherwise there are several free subtitle databases online from which to
download.
Alternatively, for intermediate students, pick a video with subtitles spoken in another
language (non-native to avoid hanging on audio), and for advanced students present a
national video with no subtitles.
Afterwards organize a class discussion, try asking what was the story and the characters
involved. Try to incite discussion to the class, if the video had moral / ethical choices
done by the protagonists, what would they have done differently?
2. Target Group
All ages. Resources will vary with age.
3. Language Level
Intermediate; Advanced
4. Time
30m to 2h+
5. Necessary Resources
Age 6 to 13y: Dubbed cartoon with subtitles. Short duration (20 to 40m sets).
Age 14y+: Movie, documentary, TV series dubbed with subtitles. Short to long duration
(20 to 2h+). If possible with moral/ ethical content for discussion, the theme is also very
important to entice active listening.
If none of the above resources are available, a television with the main national channels
can be used. Try to have a segment of 5~10m (watching advertisement, news, etc),
stopping and asking about what was the subject, vocabulary used, etc.
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6. Expected Results
Reading; Comprehension; Culture
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Future
Capital

About the project
Future Capital – Erasmus+ KA2

“Future Capital” is a joint initiative of 3 youth NGOs from Portugal, Romania and Uruguay,
which aimed at developing the cooperation and exchange of good practices in the field of
international mobility projects and at developing the necessary competences required for
using the IT&C in youthwork, especially in terms of communication.
In extent to the manual you are now reading, a Training Kit was also developed during this
project. This T-Kit includes different methods, techniques and deliverables related to
communication and also a curricula for a training course. All these can be used by any NGO
who wishes to train its staff in the field of communication. The T-Kit is available at
http://communicate.oti-online.ro.
Furthermore, to make sure that the methods we are proposing are practical and helpful for
NGOs, these have been tested during a training course that we have organised in Arad,
Romania. Trough this event we have managed to further improve and adapt them,
according to the evaluation that was conducted at the end.
We really hope that the learning materials that we have provided you with will prove helpful
to your work and the you will enjoy the results of our initiative.
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Erasmus+
The new EU programme for Education,
Training, Youth and Sport for 2014-2020

The “Future Capital” project was co-financed trough the Erasmus+ programme of the
European Commission.
The Erasmus+ programme aims to boost skills and employability, as well as
modernising Education, Training, and Youth work. The seven year programme will have
a budget of €14.7 billion; a 40% increase compared to spending levels between 2007
and 2013, reflecting the EU's commitment to investing in these areas.
Erasmus+ will provide opportunities for over 4 million Europeans to study, train, gain
work experience and volunteer abroad.
Erasmus+ will support transnational partnerships among Education, Training, and Youth
institutions and organisations to foster cooperation and bridge the worlds of Education
and work in order to tackle the skills gaps we are facing in Europe.
It will also support national efforts to modernise Education, Training, and Youth
systems. In the field of Sport, there will be support for grassroots projects and crossborder challenges such as combating match-fixing, doping, violence and racism.
Erasmus+ brings together seven previous EU programmes in the fields of Education,
Training, and Youth; it will for the first time provide support for Sport. As an integrated
programme, Erasmus+ offers more opportunities for cooperation across the Education ,
Training , Youth , and Sport sectors and is easier to access than its predecessors, with
simplified funding rules.
You can get more information on the programme and the financing opportunities it
provides by visiting :
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/index_en.htm
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Project partners

Organizația Tinerilor cu Inițiativă – Arad (Romania)

O.T.I. started its activity in 2007 and since then is an active and growing promoter of the
European values in its community. The organisation is providing youngsters from
Romania, Europe and beyond with alternative educational opportunities, mostly in the
context of non-formal education. The guiding principle of the organisation is that the
youngsters’ situation should be improved also by involving and empowering them and
by adding a global perspective to their work.
Normal activities of the organization are strongly connected with non-formal education
and aim at improving the life of the youngsters. Main fields approached are education,
social work and environment but also matters related to Europe and the European
Union.
! - http://www.oti-online.ro

ProAtlântico – Associação Juvenil (Portugal)

ProAtlântico is a non profit youth association, founded in 2001 that carries out projects
with children, youngsters and disabled people. Today, ProAtlântico has more than
10.500 members all over Portugal and gives special attention to people in need and to
those with fewer opportunities, aiming to give them the chance to establish contact with
other cultures, in order to help them to find ways to deal with their own problems and
to break the existing prejudices.
ProAtlântico – Associação Juvenil promotes active participation in society based on
voluntary work among young people and aims to develop their personal, social and
professional skills through non formal education.
Based on this principle, ProAtlântico decided to jump to a European level in 2003
through the Youth Programme, especially taking part on Youth Exchanges, Seminars
and Training Courses mainly as participants. In 2004, ProAtlântico became coordinator
of youth exchanges in Portugal and took part in approximately 150 youth exchanges in
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the past 10 years. Since 2007 ProAtlântico started to send, host and coordinate EVS
projects, facilitating the participation of 600 volunteers.
! - http://www.proatlantico.com/

AUDELE (Uruguay)

AUDELE, the Uruguayan Association for the Promotion of the Spanish as a Foreign
Language, is a nonprofit organization that brings together different people who want to
promote and disseminate the teaching of Spanish as a foreign language. Our main
objectives are:
1- The protection and active dissemination of Hispanic-Uruguayan culture and especially
the Spanish language.
2- Encourage and promote the use of Spanish outside of Uruguay as a means of
creating linkages and cultural exchanges with countries in various languages and
cultures.
3- Encourage the opening of Spanish Language Schools in Uruguay.
4- To promote the organization of courses and continuous trainings and seminars for
Spanish teachers with the cooperation of national and international institutions.
5- Carry out educational activities, cultural activities and events that may help achieve
these goals.
" - http://audele.org.uy/
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